
Little Dribblers Rules 
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Format 

Each session consists of warm-up/skill development time (30 min) and a 3-on-3 game in which 

players have the opportunity to apply the skills they have learned. (30 Min) 

 

Skill Development/Warm Up (First 30min) 

First 30min dedicated to teaching basic fundamentals. 

Use drills outlined in this manual 

Keep things moving and be prepared 

Above all make the practice fun. The goal is for them to return to basketball the next season..! 

Keep drills short to maintain player’s focus and interest.  

Keep the players busy and involved during practice drills. Kids standing around =  

trouble. Have coaches split the players up with one group working on a shooting  

drill and the other on dribbling; switch half way through allotted time.  

 

Gametime…! (2
nd

 30min) 

Teams will play 3 vs. 3 Half Court 

3 v 3 play and why It Is Important for Skill Development:  5-on-5 full court at elementary school 

ages invariably means 2 to 4 kids dribble and handle the ball a disproportionate amount of the 

time. The less developed players with fewer gross motor skills end up on the periphery with 

scant ball-handling opportunities. Watch any kids’ game..you will see it..! 

On any team of 5 kids playing, the most skilled player – who is 20% of the team on the floor – 

may get up to 75% of the ball handling opportunities, while the least skilled player may get 10% 

or less. 

 

 

 

 



 

Modifications to the kid’s game. 

Games would primarily be 3-on-3 half-court for each of the 4 available side-to-side baskets.  

This puts up to 24 kids (four x 3 on 3) on a “full court” all playing at once.  

3-on-3 provides a more even distribution of touches – in order to move the ball with both 

“width” and “depth” of play. The weakest player now can get around 25% of the touches, even if 

the other two share 75%. That’s up to three times as many as 5 on 5 where the less developed 

players may get 10% or less. 

3-on-3 half-court also provides more touches overall for everyone. Since the ball doesn’t have to 

be continuously “advanced” from back to front court (only “taken back” to top of key or foul 

line), the ball will spend more time being passed to multiple players. 

The half-court 3-on-3 game eliminates any half and full-court presses and ZONES (!) that cause 

“frantic” attempts at passing and dribbling. The “pace” of the game is slowed considerably to a 

speed where more effective learning and practicing of skills is achievable.  Full court hoops for 

elementary school-aged players easily turns into “STAMPEDE ball” (or “pint-sized rugby” as a 

friend noted recently!).  The speed of the children running far outstrips their ability to work at a 

moderated pace on the key offensive skills – dribbling, passing, shooting, and only man-to-man 

defense can be played to focus on basic 1-on-1 offensive and defensive skills. 

Fewer players creates a less congested basket area – i.e., 6 kids close to the hoop instead of 10 

crammed in – allows for freer movement to open spaces when “moving without the ball.” In 

addition, individual and team defensive skills can be developed more quickly, with less 

confusion and the ability of kids to guard their “man”. 

Optional at coaches discretion - Make a rule that every player on offense must touch the ball 

before a shot is taken. This ensures the development of ball handling skills and gets kids to focus 

on basic “team” play (sharing) before wildly shooting the ball. While developing shooting skills 

is a vital part of the game, moving without the ball and getting open is an important concept that 

they can learn in stages long before they will able to shoot with any degree of success.  

A typical 5th or 6th grade, 5-on-5 full-court game using 10 foot hoops will result in under 10% 

shooting from the field; even girls and boys high school varsities shoot as low as 25%. Shooting 

takes ten of thousands of mechanically-sound repetitions (and post-pubescent strength) before 

proper technique and “muscle memory” kick in.  

Basic 3-on-3 play with dribbling, passing, setting picks, moving to space, etc, can be better 

learned under the right conditions. 

 

 



 

Final Notes: 

Depending on participation level, it may make sense to have separate boys and girls games.  

Man to man defense only 

Out of bounds enforced 

Encourage At least one pass prior to shot 

Equal playing time for all players.  

No more than one coach from each team on court to supervise and instruct.  

No score is kept.  

No whistles.  

No double team on ball, help defense is allowed when defender is out of position.  

Stealing off the pass is allowed.  

Stealing off the dribble will be phased in throughout the season. For 1
st
 grade, we prefer to hold 

off until mid-season and phase in at that time.  

First violation results on demonstration and team keeps possession. (Coaches this is a little tricky 

as far as double dribble and traveling, kids this age, even the good ones, do this quite a bit, please 

be flexible with this and work with the other coaches) 

Second violation results in loss of possession.  

Call fouls and violations at your discretion.  

Rims will be eight foot high 

Will use Junior size basketballs (27”) 

General Coaching Tips  

Before the game coaches should discuss how violations will be called and to what extent stealing 

off the dribble will be allowed  

Make sure that the game stays under control and not end to end fast breaks; focus on half court 

offense and moving without the ball to get open.  

Stress fundamentals - show players proper technique.  

Match players for man to man defense based on skill level as much as possible 


